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Review of Jennifer of Crewe

Review No. 117885 - Published 6 Sep 2014

Details of Visit:

Author: Harbingerrr
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 3 Sep 2014 13:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Alicia's
Website: http://www.alicias-cheshire.co.uk/
Phone: 01270252828

The Premises:

This place is quite easy to find with paid parking over the road or free on the side street. The front
door is numbered but the back entrance would only be known if you've used it before. However it is
discreet and leads on to the side street...
Very welcoming receptionist (I think it was Jane?) who chatted for a while and brewed up (Thanks).
The room was clean, tidy and very nicely decorated wnd had en suite.

The Lady:

Jennifer can to introduce herself (as 1 of 2 girls available)in the reception room and I had no second
thought but to go with her. A big smile and a great figure.
The description and pics on the site are pretty acurate but I've got to add that she is really hot.
Pleasant, chatty and very sexy. Great boobs and and lovely figure.

The Story:

I was shown to the room and offered a shower imediately, whereon Jennifer left the room for 5.
On her return we chatted and I was offered a massage. This was more her sensually stoking me all
down my back and bum, during which we continued to chat. There was absolutely no sense of a
rush from Jennifer here, as we spent time discussing tattoos followed by a brief discussion of what
was on offer. All nice and easy.
At this point Jennifer removed all of her sexy wear except for a small article around her middle and
pull ups and as kissing was offered we lay down and began to kiss (with tongues) and play with
each other. This was really nice and again no rush, but I soon mover around to give her oral which
seemed to be apreciated. Jennifer has a wonderful pussy, well shaved and was well licked. Once I
had finished, on went the condom and she got to work giving me OWO which soon turned into a 69,
fabulous.
Eventually we moved into position for sex, beginning with Doggy followed by Mission and Cowgirl
(which she was really good at). Again, absolutely no rush as I tried to take my time changine
positions regularly whilst she stroked and tweeked me. I was offered to cum over her boobs, but
opted to cum inside her whilst in Mission which she felt and reacted to with enjoyment.
On finishing, I was offered a shower again and then we dressed. I left by the back door with a kiss.
All in all a great punt and I will be planing on visiting Alicia's and Jennifer again soon.
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